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In this paper the integrals f&7) = sz exp[-(t + T)]tY(ln t)“(t + T)-’ dt 
and gmU(7) = J-T exp[- / t - 7 j]tY(ln t)“(t - T)-’ dt are investigated for positive 
real values of the variable 7. Here, m is a nonnegative integer, Y is a complex 
variable with Re(v) > - I. Both integrals are related to the complex integral 
CJ~,,(Z) = Jf exp[-(t - z)]t-Y(ln t)“(t - z)-’ dt with 0 Q Re(y) < 1, the 
behavior of which is analyzed in detail. The results are applied to obtain 
asymptotic representations for f,,(7) and g,,(T), m and 1z both nonnegative 
integers, near 7 = 0. The latter integrals play a role in the study of the equations 
of neutron transport and radiative transfer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the investigation of continuity and differentiability properties of solutions 
of the neutron transport and radiative transfer equations in stratified media, 
an important role is played by integrals of the type 
An(~) = jorn (exp[-(t + 4/(t + 7)) tn(ln t)” 6 T > 0, 
&AT> = jam (ev- I t - T II& - 4) Wn 9” 4 7 > 0. 
Here, m and n are nonnegative integers. The integral g,, is defined in the 
Cauchy principal value sense. In particular, the behavior of these integrals as 
7 >, 0 is of interest; see [ 1, 21. 
In this paper we investigate the more general integrals fin”(~) and g&T) for m 
a nonnegative integer and v a complex variable satisfying the inequality 
Re(v) > -1. 
In Section 2 we show how both these integrals are related to the complex 
function 
Q&z) = jOm (exp[-(t - z)]/(t - z)) t-v(ln t)” dt, z $ [O, a>, 
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where 0 ‘Y; Re(y) < 1, which is investigated in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, 
we apply these results to obtain asymptotic representations for j&r) and 
g&T) as 7 i 0. 
Notation. We write Iw for the real axis, @ for the complex plane; 
R+-{tER:t>o} and Co = C\(lw+ u (0)). All sums are understood to be 
empty whenever the lower limit exceeds the upper limit. 
2. THE INTEGRALS ~?,JT) AND g,,(~) 
LetfWJ7) for m = 0, I ,... and Re(v) > - 1 be defined by the integral 
f&d = joz (exp[-(t + ~)l/(t + d) tv(ln 9” dt, TER+. (1) 
LEMMA I. For v = n - y with 0 < Re(y) < I, n integer, we have the 
identity 
fwL”(4 = d7w-T) + C-T)” @m-4 TEIR-, (2) 
where YL,, is an entire function, 
n-1 
z E @, (3) 
and @,,,y is a Cauchy integral, 
Q,,(X) = /sE (exp[-(t - x)]/(t - x)) tP(ln t)” dt, ZEC,. (4) 
Proof. Use the expansion tn(t + T)-’ = C:lt (-T)” tn-lek + (-T)” (t + 7)--l 
and the expression for the mth derivative of Euler’s gamma function [3, 
Sect. 12.21, viz., Pm)(z) = sr e-V-l(ln t)” dt for m = 0, l,..., Re(z) > 0. 
Next, let g,“(r) for m = 0, l,... and Re(v) > -1 be defined by the Cauchy 
principal value integral 
gmv(T) = !“l (eXp[- 1 t - 7 I]/(t - T)) tV(ln t)” dt, 7 E LR,- . (5) 
0 
LEMMA 2. For v = n - y with 0 < Re(y) < I, n integer, we have the 
identity 
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here the function xmv is defined by the expression 
XJT) = ~“+l f x,,,(7)(ln 7pPz, 7 E [w, , 
z=o 
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(7) 
where ~~~“(7) is the value at 7 of the entire function xzrnV , 
x~a=; (8) 
+mv is dejned by Eq. (3) and 
@lrLY(d = H@iL(d t @iw(41> TEIW+, 
where Q&(T) = lim,?, cD~.,(T & ic) for T E LR+ , Qnrv de$ned by Eq. (4). 
Proof. Rewrite expression (5), 
(9) 
g,“(T) = joE ((exp[- / t - 7 I] - exp[-(t - T)])/(t - T)) tV(ln t)” dt 
+ jm (eXp[-(t - T)]/(t - T)) t’(h t)” dt 
0 
=z 2 I* (sinh(T - t)/(T - t)) tV(ln t)” dt 
0 
(10) 
+ jm (exp[-(t - T)]/(t - 7)) t”(ln t)” dt. 
0 
The first integral is dealt with in the following way. 
s 
5 sinh(T - t) 
tV(ln t)” dt 
0 7-t 
~ Tv $ (7) (In T)m-~ J1 sinhlT(l r x, x*(ln x)” dx 
I=0 0 
= Ty go (7) (In T)+~ go (2r;11)l jol (1 - .)2’ x”(ln x)” dx. 
In terms of the Eulerian integral of the first kind [3, Sect. 12.41, we have 
(@B/&P)(a, w) = j: (I - x)“+* x2-l(ln x)” dx for m = 0, l,... and Re(.z) > 0, 
Re(w) > 0. Expressing B in terms of the gamma function we see that the first 
integral in Eq. (10) equals x&T) as defined by Eqs. (7) and (8). The second 
integral in Eq. (10) is dealt with in the same way as the integral ~,,JT) in the 
proof of Lemma 1. 
The Cauchy integral GVL, is the subject of our investigation in the next 
section. 
3. THE INTEGRAL (f&z) 
In this section we study the complex integral, 
@,,(zi) -= L7 (ebmz)i(t - z)) P(ln t)” dt, ZEC”, 
for nonnegative integer m and 0 < Re(y) < 1. We investigate the two cases 
y = 0 and y f 0 separately. 
Case 1. y = 0. Let D7,(a) = G&z), for m = 0, l,..., and let the functions 
w?,, , m = 0, l,..., be defined by the expressions 
where the coefficients are given recursively, 
for k = O,..., m - 1, 
c&y’, ZZ: - (2m $- 1 )-l, for k = m, 
and 
(2mi-1) = _ 
U2k-I.2 y7’ (2m2T ‘) e 01$,.~$~~, for k = 0 ,..., m - 1, 
Z=l 
h+1) 
%+2 = - (2m + 2)-l, for k = m. 
In definition (11) we take log(--x) = In / z 1 + iarg(-a) with 1 arg(--z)l < X. 
w e prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. CD&) = We + l&(z), z E C, , where L& is an entire function. 
Proof. The functions w,~ are one-valued and analytic in the complex plane 
cut along the positive real axis. They satisfy the recursion relation 
Let w,,,+(t) and up(t) denote the limiting values of w,(z) as x approaches the 
real axis from above and below, respectively. Then 
(l/27G)[wnl+(t) - w,,,-(t)] == (In t)“‘, fER+, 
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for m = 0, l,... . (Use induction on m, together with Eq. (12).) The difference 
Q,(z) = @&z) - w,(z) d e fi nes a function s2, which is analytic in the complex 
plane cut along the positive real axis. Applying the Plemelj formulas from the 
theory of singular integrals [4, Sect. 191, we readily find that Q,+(t) - Q,-(t) = 
277i(ln t)” - [wm+(t) - urn-(t)] = 0 for t 6 R, , so -Qm is a single-valued function 
in the entire complex plane. It may, at worst, have an isolated singularity at the 
origin. To investigate this point, we estimate / Q,,(z)1 in the neighborhood of the 
origin. 
First, consider Q,(z). Putting z = reis, we have, for any given E such that 
O<E<I, 
CD,(Z) = J^: G (In t)” dt 
1 =---- 
[S 
@= e-(t-z’ rE - t’ 
r’ 0 
___ (In if)” dt + jam e-(t-2) e dt] 
t--z 
= f [4(z) + u41~ 
Now, / t - x 1 > I t - Y 1 and I e-(t-z) I < e-It--rl. Furthermore, 1 YE - t’ I < 
I t - Y jE, so 
e-lt-vI(I In t I”/] t - Y I1-f) dt. 
This integral exists as a nonsingular integral for all values of r, so 1i(z) is uni- 
formly bounded in the neighborhood of the origin. The boundedness of I,(z) 
follows from the fact that t6(ln t)” is Holder continuous on R, and vanishes 
as t - 0. Finally, we must consider the term wm(z), which is a polynomial (of 
degree m + 1) in the variable log(--z). If we put w,(z) == 1 x /-<c;),(z), then 
&(z) is certainly uniformly bounded in the neighborhood of the origin. Col- 
lecting these results we find that, for any E such that 0 < E < 1, 
This inequality shows that the function Qm has, at most, a removable singularity 
at the origin. Consequently, L?, is analytic in the entire complex plane. 
As a corollary we establish a representation for a,(~) = @,lzo(~) on R, . We 
recall that am(~) = +[Qm+(~) + am-(~)] for T E R, ; see Eq. (9). We define, 
similarly, Wm(T) = &[wm+(~) + W,-(T)] for T E [w, . For z = T f i0, T E [w, , 
we have log(-z) = In 7 7 k, so from Eq. (11) we obtain 
WZ~(TT) = f &$(ln T)2k+1, TER+, 
k=O 
(13) 
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where the coefficients are given by 
and w$+r is a constant. We then have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. @m(7) = %n(T) + Q&)7 7 E R, * 
Case 2. y # 0, 0 < Re(y) < 1. 
We define the functions W,,,(Z), m = 0, I,..., by the expression 
Wmv(Z) = (-.y .fo c$J’(log( 7#, 2: E c, , 
where the coefficients are given recursively, 
= 0 (..., m, 
0 m, ,*a*, 
(14) 
+A tan 777 
[(m-g2' (21 "; J (+2)2 Qi-22-l.d, fork = O,..., m - I, 
hi) - Tr 
Olk sin y7r ’ 
for k = m. 
Here, (-LX-’ = / 2 I--y exp(--iy arg(-z)) and log(--z) = In / z / + iarg(-z) 
with / arg(-z)( < qr. 
THEOREM 2. @my(~) = am,(z) + L&,(z), a~ C,, where Ll,,, is an entire 
junction. 
P~ooj. Since the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 we omit most 
of the details. The functions wmy are one-valued and analytic in the complex 
plane cut along the positive real axis. They satisfy the recursion relation 
%2,(4 = & (-+’ (log(--z))m - ‘El ( $ ) (-‘)’ W,-2k,&) 
tan ~77 (15) 
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The limiting values on the cut, w&,(t), satisfy 
(1/27S)[wL,(t) - w&,(t)] = tP(ln t)“, tER+, 
for m = 0, I,... . The difference sZ,,,(z) = Q&z) - wm,,(z) defines a function 
!a YllY which is analytic in the entire complex plane. 
As a corollary we establish a representation for !Dmy(~) = $[@&,(r) + Q&,(T)], 
T E IJ!, ; cf. Eq. (9). We define WJT) = +[oJ&,(T) + W;,(T)] for T 6 IF!, . For 
z = 7 + i0,~ E R, , we have (-z)-y = T-Y exp(f+) and log(--z) = In T F &r, 
so from Eq. (14) we obtain 
OJ,,(T) = T? f p~~*“(ln 7)‘, TER+, 
k=O 
(16) 
where the coefficients are given by 
hv) 
AC = cos y7r 
th-k)/zl k + 21 
z. ( k ) (-n2Y 4z) 
+ 77 sin ~77 for k = O,..., m. 
We then have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Q&T) = q&7> i- &,(T), TE R+. 
4. APPLICATION 
As an application we establish asymptotic representations for the integrals 
fmfl(~) and g&7), m and n nonnegative integers, valid for small values of 7 
(7 E R+). 
Let the constants {u;~“‘: k = O,..., n - l} be defined by 
h, = -f @)(k - Q/Z!. ak 
I=0 
Thus, CiIi ajcm)@ corresponds to the sum of the first n terms in the power 
series expansion of the entire function C,, , defined by Eq. (3), in the neigh- 
borhood of the origin. From Lemma 1 and Theorem I we obtain the following 
result forf&~). 
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THEOREM 3. The integral jn,J7), m and n nonnegative integers, 7 E R., , has 
the asymptotic representation 
n-1 
fmn(7) = C aim)(--7-)k -4~ (-T)‘~ [wm(-7) +- O(l)], as 7’0, 
IhO 
where c+,~(-~)~oY ‘T E IF!, is given by Eq. (I 1). 
From Lemma 2 and the corollary to Theorem 2 we obtain a similar result 
for smn(+ 
THEOREM 4. The integral g&r), m and n nonnegative integers, 7 E R, , has 
the asymptotic representation 
n-1 
gmn(T) = 1 aYTL + T”[~,(T) + O(l)], as 740, 
I=0 
where C+‘(T) for 7 E R, is given by Eq. (13). 
The results expressed in Theorems 3 and 4 are used in [ 1, 21. 
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